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By Richard Lee Byers

NIGHT SHADE BOOKS, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Ante up for the game of a lifetime! Billy Fox, a small-time gambler on a losing streak,
has more than enough problems on his hands, owing too much money to some very impatient
people. But when he rescues a blinded stranger from a swarm of bloodthirsty fairies, Billy s life gets
a lot more complicated.Seems the stranger is actually a powerful local god who is involved in a
high-stakes Florida poker tournament against various supernatural challengers. And with his eyes
currently missing, he needs somebody to take his place at the gaming table. Before Billy knows it,
he finds himself playing against the likes of an ancient Egyptian mummy, an unbearably seductive
succubus, a mechanical man, an insect queen, and a cannibalistic beast-man. And not just cards
are in play; magic, bloodshed, and cheating are not only expected, they re encouraged. Everybody,
including a sexy satyr-girl with her own cards up her sleeve, thinks that Billy is in way over his head.
But Billy is a born gambler and, when the chips are down, he might just change his luck for good!
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Basically no words and phrases to describe. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the fi y percent of your book. I am delighted to let you know
that here is the very best publication i have got go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Wa tson K ohler-- Wa tson K ohler

Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Joha tha n Ha a g-- Joha tha n Ha a g
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